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Freeland Allotment Association 

Annual General Meeting                        

19:30 - 19th September 2019 

Committee:  JH – John Howe; CB – Chris Ball; LS – Liz Silk; PY – Penny Young; 

TF – Trevor French; CL – Cliff Larkman#                                                           

Number of Plots Represented: 10 

Welcome Address. 

 Chris Ball (representing John Howe) opened the meeting and welcomed 

those plot holders who could manage to attend. 

Chairman’s Report 

 CB covered JH Association report outlining recent and some future 

activities.  

 All plots in use with a waiting 
list of 7 

 2 communal sheds now 
available. Grass and hedge 

cutting equipment available for 
general use, with honesty jar 

for petrol contributions. 

 Website improvements to 

include calendar for events and 
section for recipe sharing. 

 Remain open for Beavers visits, 

contact CL for offers of 
assistance. 

 Working with Parish council to 
get advanced warning of 
memorial garden services to 

alert plot holders.  

 Annual rent (£25) now due.  

 Committee to manage the 

establishing of a bee hive and 
wild flower borders to help 

improve plot. 

 The water will be turned off 

during the winter months. 

  

 

Treasurer’s Report 

 CB presented Association account summary for Sept 2018 / Aug 2019. 

 Current account currently £1500 in credit with average annual spend 

approximately £900, so plot rentals to remain unchanged. 

 CB emphasised that the water bill is increasing, in part due to the hot 

weather we’ve been experiencing as well as few waters leaks that were 

not reported sooner. CB emphasised the need to both report leaks ASAP 

and to be careful about sticking garden forks etc. into the grass pathways 

as the water pipes were buried in quite shallow trenches. 

Election of Committee for 2019 - 2021 
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 CB noted that due to pressures of work both PY and TF would be 

standing down from the committee and he thanked them for all their 

efforts and contributions to the smooth running of the association. 

 CB noted that JH, CB, CL, LS have agreed to re-stand for election which 

were accepted with full meeting agreement. 

 CB then noted that Sue Hooper has agreed to re-join the committee 

which was accepted with full meeting agreement. 

 CB then noted that Andy Murry had offered to stand on the committee 

which was then accepted with full meeting agreement. 

 CB then noted that a number of other plot holders had voiced a desire to 

join the committee but were also unable to attend the AGM and they will 

be contacted over the coming days. 

Any Other Business 

 CB thanked the plot holders who have been generously donating their 

time to cutting the grass pathways and hedges. 

 Fire Pit. Some plot holders have been dumping plot waste that is not 

readily combustible such as potatoes/beetroots etc. into the pit making 

bonfires unworkable. The committee is to review and implement 

recommendations. 

 Stones. Should stones from the plots continue to be put onto the rabbit 

proof fencing around the site. Committee to review and report. 

 Compost. With a general annoyance about the level of stones and weed 

seeds contained in the manure, combined with the amount of unsold 

manure outstanding, it was questioned whether the association should be 

looking for alternatives. Committee to review and report 

recommendations. 

 Social Events. It was raised that the association has not developed any 

social events such as working parties or BBQ’s. It was pointed out that the 

attendance levels at previous working parties was almost non-existent 

and that there were actually no responses to a previous email request for 

attendance levels for a BBQ so no further action was planned. However, 

the committee will review. 

 Toxic Waste. A recent email relating to a dangerous weed prompted a 

concern about how to handle diseased plants on a neighbouring plot (eg 

potatoes blight). Committee to request plot holder input and develop 

recommendation. 

 CB then thanked everyone for attending. 

 

Next AGM Meeting 

 None set. New committee to set. 

The meeting then closed. 


